Isabelle says: When I first thought about joining Harrow Choral
Society I didn't really know what to expect. I did not know
whether to ask to join the Singing for Starters group or the
main choir. I had done some singing but not any thing
‘classical’. I need not have worried! On my first evening Jill,
the membership secretary, made it clear I could give the
main choir a try and if I felt overwhelmed I could switch to
Singing for Starters. Jill positioned me between two ‘veterans’
who kept checking I was okay.
Reassuring was the fact that, as Altos, we were at the opposite end of the room to
the sopranos so my main fear of being ‘put off’ by the other harmonies was
unfounded. I got the impression that having got through the first evening without
losing my place on the score I had been readily accepted as ‘a probationer' in the
main choir, and awaiting, after a few weeks of settling in, an audition with Simon.
I could choose my audition song so I was not nervous for that part of the audition but
my sight reading was rusty. Simon was very reassuring and mentioned that the main
choir was going to get some coaching via a Singing for Improvers course. That was a
relief as I felt I was an in-betweener - not a starter, but not totally main choir
confident. In fact most of the choir came to Singing for Improvers - I was not alone in
wanting to refresh my learning.
Singing for Improvers was a great way to develop our skills both individually and
collectively. Our coach, Christina Birchall-Sampson, helpfully gave us tips on
remembering intervals (e.g. a fourth sounds like Away in a Manger). Each of the
tutorials could be applied to an extract from the Mozart or Vaughan Williams pieces
that we were learning for our forthcoming concert.
This term we are learning a selection of pieces including excerpts from Iolanthe, by
Gilbert and Sullivan, Eugene Onegin, by Tchaikovsky and a medley from West Side
Story, by Bernstein and Sondheim. The variety is encouraging me to research, not
only the music, but also the stories behind the music. I am sure I will never forget
Julie Bale leading a sectional rehearsal for sopranos and altos, and having us in fits
of laughter as she described the emotions women need to portray in 'I Feel Pretty' or
the Waltz scene in Eugene Onegin.
I am pleased on this occasion, after all our hard work, we will have the chance to
perform this programme twice - once at the church in our Summer concert, and
again on our awayday in Cheltenham.

